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DAMAGE TO EXISTING PROPERTY – WHICH POLICY TO USE?
Jim Sorte | Vice President, Claims Executive

Property that exists at the site prior to the commencement
of a construction project, such as the building and

5. Settlement negotiation with the property owner what is the total amount of the loss?

personal property in the building, is referred to in the

6. Execution of a release of all claims.

insurance world as “existing property.” If existing
property is damaged by construction activities, the

7. Final payment to the property owner.

property owner will likely expect a contractor’s insurance

Notably, if legal liability is not clear or if the damages are

to pay to repair or replace the property. But would it be

significant, the general liability insurance company’s

beneficial to both parties if the property owner considered

claim adjustment can take weeks, if not months, to

using their own insurance to pay?

complete. There is also the possibility that the insurer
may deny liability and refuse to pay altogether.

USING CONTRACTOR’S GENERAL LIABILITY
A contractor’s general liability insurance responds to
claims for damage to existing property at a project site.
The

general

liability

insurance

company’s

claim

adjustment will include the following steps:
1. Coverage investigation - are the damages the result
of a peril not excluded under the insurance policy?
2. Liability investigation - is the contractor legally liable
for the damages?
3. Damages investigation - what is the reasonable cost
to repair or replace the damaged property? Was
there loss other than the cost to repair or replace
the damaged property (e.g. loss of rent or loss of
business income)?
4. Actual cash value investigation - actual cash value
will be paid, so what is the difference between the
replacement cost value and the actual cash value of
the damaged property?

PROPERTY INSURANCE AS AN ALTERNATIVE
There is an alternative that can provide more certainty
and faster payment for the repair or replacement of the
damaged property. The owner can use their own
insurance, namely their property insurance. After the
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claim is resolved, the property insurance company can
then subrogate (i.e. seek reimbursement) from the

6. Settlement negotiation with the property owner what is the total value of the claim?

contractor

7. Execution of a final proof of loss.

that

caused

the

damage.

Successful

subrogation would leave $0 on the owner’s loss history,
leaving the next renewal pricing unaffected.
The property insurance company’s claim adjustment will
include the following steps:

8. Final payment to the property owner.
9. Subrogation against the party that caused the
damage to the property.
The general liability insurance claim adjustment includes

1. Coverage investigation - are the damages a result of
a peril not excluded under the insurance policy?

a potentially lengthy legal liability investigation and, if

2. Initial damages investigation - what is a rough
estimate of the cost to repair or replace the
damaged property?

made at the end of the process. The owner’s property

3. Execution of a partial proof of loss.

and payments can be made early, without delay, and

4. Partial payment(s) to the property owner.
5. Final damages investigation - what is the final cost
to repair or replace the damaged property? Usually,
replacement cost value, and not actual cash value,
will be included in the final cost.

legal liability is accepted, only one payment will be
insurance company, however, will not require a
determination of legal liability in order to grant coverage,
throughout the claim adjustment process. This removes
the uncertainty of who will pay and when, benefitting
both the owner and contractor.
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